
238. Electronic Superhighway 

Nam June Paik. 1995 C.E. Mixed-media installation (49-channel closed-circuit video 

installation, neon, steel, and electronic components) 

 Article at Khan Academy 

 approx. 15 x 40 x 4 feet 

 Predicting the future: In 1974, artist Nam June Paik submitted a report to the Art Program of the Rockefeller 

Foundation, one of the first organizations to support artists working with new media, including television and video. 

Entitled “Media Planning for the Post Industrial Society—The 21st Century is now only 26 years away,” the report 

argued that media technologies would become increasingly prevalent in American society, and should be used to 

address pressing social problems, such as racial segregation, the modernization of the economy, and environmental 

pollution. Presciently, Paik’s report forecasted the emergence of what he called a “broadband communication 

network”—or “electronic super highway”—comprising not only television and video, but also “audio cassettes, telex, 

data pooling, continental satellites, micro-fiches, private microwaves and eventually, fiber optics on laser frequencies.” 

By the 1990s, Paik’s concept of an information “superhighway” had become associated with a new “world wide web” 

of electronic communication then emerging—just as he had predicted 

 in the 1960s he was one of the very first people to use televisual technologies as an artistic medium, earning him the 

title of “father” of video art 
o Paik became the first artist to exhibit what would later become known as “video art” by scattering television 

sets across the floor of a room, thereby shifting our attention from the content on the screens to the sculptural 

forms of the sets 
o As television continued to evolve . . . Paik explored ways to disrupt it from both inside and outside of the 

institutional frameworks of galleries, museums, and emerging experimental TV labs . . . (his) goal was to 

reflect upon how we interact with technology, and to imagine new ways of doing so 

 In this second version of Electronic Superhighway-  over 300 TV screens into the overall formation of a map of the 

United States outlined in colored neon lights (see image at the top of the page and the detail below). Roughly forty feet 

long and fifteen feet high, the work is a monumental record of the physical and also cultural contours of America: 

within each state, the screens display video clips that resonate with that state’s unique popular mythology. For example, 

Iowa (where each presidential election cycle begins) plays old news footage of various candidates, while Kansas 

presents the Wizard of Oz. 
o The states are firmly defined, but also linked, by the network of neon lights, which echoes the network of 

interstate “superhighways” that economically and culturally unified the continental U.S. in the 1950s. 

However, whereas the highways facilitated the transportation of people and goods from coast to coast, the 

neon lights suggest that what unifies us now is not so much transportation, but electronic communication. 

Thanks to the screens of televisions and of the home computers that became popular in the 1990s, as well as 

the cables of the internet (which transmit information as light), most of us can access the same information at 

anytime and from any place 

 While Paik’s work is generally described as celebrating the fact that the “electronic superhighway” allows us to 

communicate with and understand each other across traditional boundaries, this particular work also can be read as 

posing some difficult questions about how that technology is impacting culture. For example, the physical scale of the 

work and number of simultaneous clips makes it difficult to absorb any details, resulting in what we now call 

“information overload,” and the visual tension between the static brightness of the neons and the dynamic brightness of 

the screens points to a similar tension between national and local frames of reference 

 



 


